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Generalized Trimmed Means for the Nonlinear Regression

With AR��� Error Model

Abstract

In this work� we apply the idea of trimmed mean of Welsh ������ to

introduce generalized and feasible generalized trimmed means for the non	

linear regression with AR��� error model
 We show that these estimators are

asymptotically more e�cient than the trimmed means
 These results then

extend the concept of generalized and feasible generalized least squares esti	

mators for linear regression with AR��� error model to the robust estimators

for nonlinear regression models
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中文摘要 
在這篇文章裡我們應用 Welsh(1987)的截斷平均數來介紹兩種廣義截斷平均數，

用以處理非線性迴歸且有 AR(1)誤差的估計問題。我們證明這兩個廣義估計量皆

較截斷平均數具有有效性。這個結果把迴歸中 BLUE 的理論延伸到這種非線性

迴歸模型的穩健性理論上。 
 
 
關鍵詞：廣義截斷平均；非線性迴歸；迴歸分位向量；截斷平均。 
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�� Introduction

We consider the general nonlinear regression model

yi � g�xi� �� � �i� i � �� ���� n ��
��

where yi and xi are� respectively� the response variables and vectors of in	

dependent variables� and �i are error variables
 Concerning with estimat	

ing regression parameter vector � in the nonlinear regression model with

i
i
d
 errors� the least squares estimators have been extensively studied


For instance� Hartley and Booker ������� Jennrich ������ and Wu ������

demonstrated the asymptotic normality property
 Whereas Ivanov �������

and Ivanov and Zwanzig ������ derived an asymptotic expansion for its dis	

tribution
 Under some regularity conditions and assuming that the errors

have comon mean � and variance ��� then� if we let ��lse represents the least

squares estimator �LSE�� it has the asymptotic covariance matrix of the

form

���X����X������

where X�b� � �d��b�� ���� dn�b��
� with di�b� �

�g�xi�b�
�b 
 However� outliers or

heavy tail error distribution may makes �� large that heavily decreases the

e�ciency of the LSE


For increasing the e�ciency of the nonlinear least squares estimator� ro	

bust estimation aims to develop estimators that have asymptotic covariance

matrices of the form

��X����X������

where � is positive and bounded in error distribution
 Among the robust

approaches� several authors have proposed and studied some L	estimators


Oberhofer ������� Richardson and Bhattacharyya ������ and Wang ������

studied the ��	norm estimators� whereas Liese and Vajda ������ studied

the theory of M 	estimator
 Additionally� from a computational aspect�

Proch�azka ������ and Koenker and Park ������ studied the trimmed least

squares estimator based on regression quantiles of Koenker and Bassett
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������
 From a theoretical aspect� Jure�ckov�a and Proch�azka ������ studied

it for that model ��
�� includes an intercept term
 This trimmed mean is

nice to have representation of the form of location trimmed mean
 Recently�

Huang� Yang and Chen ������ studied a trimmed mean of Welsh ������

that has the advantage of easy computation but has the representation in

Jure�ckov�a and Proch�azka ������


Suppose that the error vector � � ���� ���� �n�
� has the covariance matrix

structure

��� ��
��

where � is a positive de�nite matrix
 From the regression theory of the

estimation of �� it is known that any estimator having an �asymptotic�

covariance matrix of the form

��X�������X������ ��
��

is more e�cient than the estimator having �asymptotic� covariance matrix

of the form

��X����X������X�����X����X����X������� ��
��

In the linear regression model with error structure of ��
��� Aitken ������

call estimators with covariance matrices of the form of ��
�� the generalized

estimators
 The question we may be interesting is if we have a robust

estimator for the nonlinear regression model of ��
�� with error structure of

��
�� that has asymptotic covariance matrix in the form of ��
��


In this article� we consider the nonlinear regression model of ��
�� with

AR��� errors in the sense that �i follows

�i � 	�i�� � ei ��
��

where e�� ���� en are i
i
d
 random variables� is one of the most popular mod	

els
 Suppose that j	j 
 � and ei has a distribution function F 
 We introduce
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a generalized trimmed mean and feasible generalized trimmed mean
 We

also derive their asymptotic properties for the regression parameter vector

�
 We observe that these two estimators are asymptotically more e�cient

than the Welsh�s trimmed means
 A data analysis has also been performed


�� Generalized Trimmed Means

Consider the nonlinear regression model ��
�� where its errors follows the

structure of ��
��


For simpli�cation� denote Di�b� �
��g�xi�b�
�b�b� � the second order partial de	

rivative of the regression function with respect to vector b
 The least squares

estimate� using the quadratic approximation� is de�ned as the convergent

estimator of the sequence de�ned by

bj � bj�� � �
nX
i��

�di�bj���d
�

i�bj���� �yi � g�xi� bj����Di�bj�����
��

��
��
nX
i��

di�bj����yi � g�xi� bj����

where b� is a �xed vector


It is seen that Cov��� � ��� with

� �
�

�� 	�

�
BB�

� 	 	� � � � 	n��

	 � 	 � � � 	n��



















	n�� 	n�� 	n�� � � � �

�
CCA � ��
��

De�ne the half matrix of ��� as

������ �

�
BBBB�

��� 	����� � � � � � � �
�	 � � � � � � �
� �	 � � � � � �























� � � � � � �	 �

�
CCCCA � ��
��
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De�ne matrix Z�b� � ������X�b�
 Let ��I be a predetermined estima	

tor of �
 We also de�ne vector V � �������y � Gn� ��I�� where Gn�b� �

�g�x�� b�� ���� g�xn� b��
� and residuals ei � yi � g�xi� ��I�� i � �� ���� n
 Denote

the �	th residual quantile as �n��� and we let z�i�b� and vi be� respectively�

i � th row of Z�b� and i � th element of V 
 Combining the quadratiza	

tion method ��
�� with the construction of Welsh�s trimmed mean allows us

to de�ne the generalized trimmed mean as the convergent estimator of the

sequence de�ned in the following


De�nition ���� The generalized trimmed mean for the nolinear regression

model is

LG���� ��� � ��I � �
nX
i��

�zi� ��I�z
�

i�
��I�� viMi� ��I��I��n���� � vi � �n������

��

��
��
nX
i��

zi� ��I��viI��n���� � vi � �n����� � �n�����I�vi � �n������ ��� � �n����

�I�vi � �n������ ��� ������

After the development of the generalized trimmed mean� the next inter	

esting problem is whether when the parameter 	 is unknown� the trimmed

mean of ��
�� with 	 replaced by a consistent estimator �	� will have the

same asymptotic behavior as displayed by LG���� ���
 If yes� the theory

of generalized least squares estimation is then carried over to the theory

of robust estimatimation in this speci�c nonlinear regression model
 Let ��

be the matrix of � with 	 replaced by its consistent estimator �	
 De�ne

matrices �Z�b� � �������X�b� and �V � ��������y �Gn� ����
 We also let �z�i�b�

and �vi be� respectively� i� th row of �Z�b� and i� th element of �V 


De�nition ���� The feasible generalized trimmed mean for the nolinear
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regression model is

LFG���� ��� � ��I � �
nX
i��

��zi� ��I��z
�

i�
��I�� �viMi� ��I��I��n���� � �vi � �n������

��

��
��
nX
i��

�zi� ��I���viI��n���� � �vi � �n����� � �n�����I��vi � �n������ ��� � �n����

�I��vi � �n������ ��� ������

�� Large Sample Properties of Generalized Trimmed Mean

We state a set of assumptions �a�	a�� related to the design matrix X and

the distribution of the error variable e in the Appendix that are assumed to

be true throughout the paper


Theorem ���� The generalized trimmed mean has the following represen	

tation

n����LG���� ���� �� � �� � n������� � ���
��Q��

�

nX
i��

zi������ei��E���ei���

� op���

where  � ���� � ���
��Q��

� � with � � ���
�����

R F������

F������
ef�e�de� and

��e� �

��
�
F������ if e 
 F������

e if F������ � e � F������
F������ if e � F������




For statistical inference� we need an asymptotic distribution of the gen	

eralized trimmed mean which is stated in the following


Corollary ��� �a�

n����LG���� ���� �� � ��� N��� ������ ���Q
��
� �

where

������ ��� � �������
������F

�������
���������F

�������
��

Z F������

F������

��dF



	

����F
������ � ��� ���F

������ � �����

�b� If F is further assumed to be symmetric and we let �� � � � � � ���

� 
 � 
 ���� then

n����LG��� �� ��� ��� N��� ����� �� ��Q���

where in this situation

����� �� �� � ��� ���������F����� ���� �

Z F�������

F�����

��dF ��

The asymptotic covariance matrix of LG���� ��� is also of the form Q��
�

with  � ������ ��� which is the asymptotic variance of the trimmed mean

for the location model
 How e�cient is the GTM compared with the GLSE�

Ruppert and Carroll ������ computed the values of the term ����� � � ��

for e following several contaminated normal distributions
 In comparisons

of it with ��� the variance of e� the GTM is strongly more e�cient than the

GLSE when the contaminated variance is large


Theorem ���� The PGTM has the same representation as that expressed

for the GTM in Theorem �
�
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